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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY The minutes of the Financial Management Committee meeting held
on 23

rd
November 2017 are attached for noting. The key points are:

-

 reviewed operational performance, in particular the A&E
action plan to meet the agreed targets. The Committee
noted the progress being made with the various work
streams;

 reviewed the workforce report, in particular nursing and the
retention and incentive schemes underway for this staff
group;

 reviewed month 7 finances which had fallen behind plan,
putting at risk the delivery of the full year forecast; and

 noted the national Procurement League Table which the
Trust had come out near the top of.

The meeting also recommended a Trust Board call for early
January to discuss the full year finance forecast based on interim
month 9 results. This call took place on 12

th
January 2018.
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TRUST BOARD
25th January 2018

FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE MEETING
MINUTES

23RD NOVEMBER 2017

PRESENT: Meyrick Vevers Non-Executive Director (Chair)
Neil Hayward Non-Executive Director
Simon Marshall Director of Finance and Information
Tom Smerdon Director of Operations – Unplanned Care

IN ATTENDANCE Paul Doyle Deputy Director of Finance
Suzanne Rankin Chief Executive
Colleen Sherlock Head of Workforce Planning and Intelligence
Andrea Lewis Associate Director of Operations A&E

SECRETARY: Des Irving-Brown Assistant Director, Financial Management

APOLOGIES: James Thomas Director of Operations – Planned Care

Actions

1. Introductions and Apologies for Absence

Meyrick Vevers welcomed everyone to the meeting and stated that the meeting
was quorate.

2. Minutes of the Meeting held on 19th October 2017

Minutes of the meeting held on the 19th October 2017 were agreed.

3. Matters Arising – Actions List

1. Item 1 – additional theatre metric – it was agreed that this is not required as
existing metrics are sufficient, so this action can be closed; and

2. Item 2 – readmission levels - the Director of Operations – Unplanned Care
asked whether the Committee required more information on readmissions,
and whether this was the correct forum to discuss this topic. It was agreed
that this item could be removed.

It was noted that all the action points were either completed, on the agenda or not
yet due.

4. Operational Performance Report

4.1 Operational Performance Report

The Director of Operations – Unplanned Care introduced the report and stated
that the October A&E performance was 91.4%. This was 2.3% down on
September’s performance of 93.7%, but 0.61% above the agreed trajectory.



In November the performance is at risk as winter pressures have begun and the
Trust has already experienced increased acuity; an infection outbreak and
increased crude mortality. These are not unexpected for this time of year, and
processes are in place to deal with this, however, it will still impact A&E and are
currently tracking at 89% which is not on track to hit the quarterly position at this
point. The current plan is to scale back escalation capacity in order to hold in
reserve for expected winter pressures.

The Committee noted the paper.

4.2 A&E Action Plan

The Associate Director of Operations, A&E, introduced the report, explaining that
the action plan had been drawn up to hit the agreed A&E trajectories, and the
Trust has hit the planned trajectories to date.

When taking on this role, it quickly became clear that improvements could be
made in workforce, processes, culture and ethos and also in the finances, so the
plan centres on addressing these issues.

In relation to workforce issues, it was identified that there were significant issues
around filling the ED rota including problems with recruitment, which is a national
issue, especially in Consultants and Specialist Registrar grades. A consultant
appointment has now been made and there’s been a big focus on recruiting SPR
grades, but up to now, there has been heavy reliance on locum doctors who don’t
have the same attitude to achieving targets or team working.

In terms of processes, reducing breaches has been a focus and having achieved
this, there has been a shift in culture, and the morale is picking up as targets are
being met.

Pathways from A&E to AMU have been streamlined and are working well. The
issue that still has to be addressed is flow into the rest of the hospital, especially
going into the winter. This is more difficult to tackle as it is very unpredictable.

The Associate Director Operations, A&E said that there two key initiatives (“Red to
Green” and “Safe Care”) being rolled out to all wards to aid the discharge process
which will help improve flow. “Safe Care without Delay” is the key term which is
being used to create the conditions under which the targets can be met.

The clinical decision unit space will also be increased in order to provide a better
quality of care and reduce the number of breaches.

The time frames for these initiatives:

1) next week teams are going out to implement the Red to Green and Safe
Care initiates, so these will be rolled out by end November; and

2) physical creation of space will start in December - it was noted that this is
a very busy time, but it needs to be done.

Neil Hayward thanked the Associate Director of Operations, A&E for the paper
and the progress that has been made.



The Committee noted the report.

5. Workforce Report

The Head of Workforce Planning and Intelligence provided an update on October
performance, pointing out that the medical staffing data has been changed to
include all medical staff, not just consultants. It was noted that pay spend is below
plan, and this is mirrored in the WTE numbers through vacancies.

Neil Hayward observed that if the focus was on staffing challenged services that
could yield better financial outcomes if productivity was improved, that this would
have a disproportionate effect on the finances. The Committee agreed, but stated
that this wasn’t always possible given national staff shortages in key areas.

Neil Hayward asked what the Head of Workforce Planning and Intelligence felt
had gone well over past 12 months and what required more work. The Head of
Workforce Planning and Intelligence responded that medical staffing is a
highlight, with medical agency down £2m year on year, both through control
measures, and through increased recruitment, both permanent and Trust locum.
The Medical Scrutiny group is discussing a level of detail which is bringing focus
to the underlying drivers of temporary staff spend, which are not always
operational in nature, and these issues are now being worked through.

In terms of nursing & midwifery, the focus had changed slightly, and whilst
recruitment is still in full swing, a retention programme has been launched to
reduce the constant turnover of staff and reduce the pressure on the recruitment
front. Development opportunities and cross discipline working, as well as
management training to improve management capability (which should have a
positive impact on retention) have all been introduced. The Workforce team is
doing a root cause analysis on every person leaving the Trust within 12 months of
starting to understand what is causing people to leave, and it’s not predominantly
due to pay.

The nursing incentive scheme has been launched, which has been well received.
The Chief Executive explained that the Surrey Heartlands STP is participating in a
survey that sets out what incentive payments are being offered across the patch,
which should shed light on the finer details of incentives being paid, how these
work and when they are applicable. This should help dispel the myths that are
bandied about what different organisations are offering.

Conversations have been held in the local patch around agency usage, and it’s
clear that some organisations are still using agencies that are off framework, and
don’t operate within capped rates.This is surprising, and as long as this happens,
clinical staff may still opt to work for these agencies as they get better rates. This
perpetuates the staff shortages in the rest of the market.

The paper was noted by the Committee.

6. Finances as at 31st October 2017

6.1 Operational Effectiveness/Efficiency Metrics

The Director of Finance and Information introduced the report, stating that the



operational issues flagged earlier are starting to flow through to these metrics.

Neil Hayward asked whether there’s anything on this paper that needs to be
flagged as an issue. The Director of Finance and Information responded that the
common theme is that the surgical activity should be doing considerably better
than it currently is. The report shows that there’s been no step change in the
overall trajectory, despite ongoing small changes described in the operational
reports.

The paper was noted by the Committee.

6.2 Capital Report

The Deputy Director of Finance explained that the capital forecast has now been
reduced by £1.0m, mainly in the emergency generator programme which has
slipped by £0.5m into next year; and the managed equipment scheme, partly due
to not proceeding with upgrading the fluoroscopy suite as this is a declining
service.

Meyrick Vevers asked about the West Site sale in terms of consultancy costs
which are going up and whether this was an issue? The Director of Finance and
Information said it was not an issue and the costs will end up around the expected
level.

The new build for A&E is still with the operational team to set assumptions and
finalise the clinical model which will define the space required. There will be
opportunities to review the plan and provide feedback in due course, once the
formal proposal has been presented.

The paper was noted by the Committee.

6.3 Finance Report

The Director of Finance and Information summarised the report stating that the
result was in line with expectations, and was below plan in the month. This will
impact on the forecast for the rest of the year, and an additional meeting will need
to be held early January, after the Q3 results, to agree the full year forecast.

Meyrick Vevers asked about cash levels and whether there was cause for
concern. The Director of Finance and Information agreed that it’s been tight, with
Q2 STF not yet received, over performance from commissioners agreed and
some prior year receipts are still outstanding. In particular, the debt with Virgin is
still being discussed to resolve outstanding balances (these resulted in part from
work provided, but also due to a VAT ruling that caused additional charges being
levied to them).

Meyrick Vevers asked whether there were any other issues to be raised. The
Director of Finance and Information said that the underlying position needed to be
understood, especially in terms of the profitability of some services moving
adversely, which can be seen in the SLR report in agenda item 7.

The paper was noted by the Committee.



6.4 Forecast Update

There was no paper for this item.

It was agreed that a Board call would be held in early January on the early month
9 position to inform the impact on the full year forecast.

PD/SM

7. Service Line Reporting – Month 5

The Director of Finance and Information explained that the report reflects the
issues that have been flagged over the past few months in the Finance Report, for
example, the loss of income in ITU linked to lower bed days. Urology was
discussed as an issue, as it is still loss making despite investment in staffing,
theatre infrastructure and pathways. It will be subject to the GIRFT process to
bring it back into balance.

Colorectal is also an issue as its loss making, but it’s around pathways, long stays
and lack of an on-site day unit, as well a tariff impact.

In summary, the Trust has a theatres effectiveness and efficiency issue, and also
an issue around medical staffing productivity. Neil Hayward asked how this feeds
into an action plan at Board level, and who owns this? The Chief Executive
explained that the Director of Operations – Planned Care owns the planned care
element, and the Medical Director owns the medical staffing, although there are
other elements within this.

The Committee acknowledged that the potential impact of GIRFT could be that
the income reduction could exceed cost reductions if unnecessary activity is
removed, and whilst this is could have a negative impact on Finances, outcomes
should be better for patients. It flags that the fundamental payment mechanisms
are not appropriate and can drive the wrong outcomes.

Meyrick Vevers asked if there were any other issues to be raised. The bubble
chart for WHPS was then discussed, and the Chief Executive confirmed that a
Paediatric strategy is being draw up and will be taken to the December TEC, as
the current position is not sustainable for this Division.

The Committee suggested that this data should be used in the contract and
business planning approaches.

The paper was noted by the Committee.

8. Contracting Review

The Deputy Director of Finance explained that the paper summarised the current
discussions being held with Commissioners and the potential challenges that
could arise. The biggest issue at the moment is around Sepsis, which is currently
being worked through.

The paper was noted by the Committee.

9. Identification of Financial Risks



9.1 Items for Risk Register

No new risks were identified by the Committee.

9.2 Key Points to take to Trust Board

The following points were to be taken to the Trust Board:
 potential impact on Trust financial forecast in Q3; and
 the Procurement league table and the guide that goes with it, with a note

from the Director of Finance and Information to highlight the fact that
there’s been a job well done, the data is a year old and that benefit has
been realised in this financial year.

10. Items for Information or Approval

10.1 Schedule of Business

This paper was noted. The meeting scheduled for 21st December 2017 will be
cancelled due to leave commitments. A Board call will be scheduled for early
January to review the interim month 9 results and the impact on the full year
forecast.

10.2 Business Case Approvals

There was no Commercial Group in October 2017, and therefore no business
cases were approved.

A paper was presented to the Committee that summarised all the cases approved
this year to date, and the progress in delivering these so far.

The paper was noted by the Committee.

10.3 Tender Waivers>£50k

There were no single tender waivers over £50k in October 2017.

10.4 Procurement League Table

The Director of Finance and Information stated that ASPH was near the top of the
table and explained that procurement processes were continually improving. This
this data was a year old, and things have got better still since then.

There is a great deal of variability in prices received across organisations, and the
centre still needs to tackle this and the way suppliers push savings around and
offset between Trusts.

It was suggested that this is taken to the Board.

The paper was noted by the Committee.

SM

11. Any Other Business



No other business was raised.

12. Date and Time of Next Meeting

Thursday 18th January 2018 at 08.30am in Room 2, Chertsey House,
St. Peter’s Hospital.


